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Most current AI systems have little to no ability to store and later retrieve a record or memory of what
they do. The ability to form episodic memories of what an agent does would be very useful so such
a capability will likely be developed and widespread in the near future. This would have some ben-
efits from an AI safety perspective, enabling users to better monitor, understand, and control agents’
actions. However, as a new capability with wide applications it could also introduce significant new
risks. We outline these risks and benefits and propose four principles to guide the development of
episodic memory capabilities so that these will enhance, rather than undermine, the effort to keep AI
safe and reliable.

1 Introduction

Among the most significant ways in which deep learning based AI systems are unlike human cognition
is their lack of comparable memory abilities. Very few make any attempt to use episodic memory, or
memory of particular, discrete past events. Those which do incorporate such memory do so in relatively
simple ways which are poor approximations of human memory and could not scale to longer, more
realistic lengths of time. However, this is certain to change. Making use of episodic memories would
enable significant new capabilities and can therefore be expected to be a burgeoning area of research
interest in the coming years.

Episodic memory plays an important part in many of the cognitive processes which contribute to
human intelligence [26]. Especially significant from an AI safety perspective is the way memories are
used when planning future actions: it is believed that they serve as building blocks, allowing elements of
particular episodes to be reused and reassembled in different ways in order to respond to novel situations
[19]. Notably, humans with deficits in their episodic memory capacities often also have problems in
planning for the future [11, 12]. Researchers also find that episodic memory is involved in predicting and
imagining the future [5, 1], problem solving [21], and decision making [27, 22], among other abilities
which are integral to human-like reasoning. The wide variety of ways episodic memories are used
suggests that the incorporation of true episodic memory abilities into AI agents will greatly expand their
range of capabilities.

Episodic memory is often contrasted with two forms of memory which are the focus of much machine
learning research, if not explicitly as described as forms of memory [23]. The first, semantic memory,
is memory for facts about the world and the regularities found in it; it has, for example, recently been
investigated in the many papers asking what large language models “know” [6, 18]. The second type,
procedural memory, is for learned skills and abilities, the objective of much work such as that on learning
navigation, game playing, robotic manipulation, etc. Techniques patterned after or inspired by episodic
memory have been explored to some extent in the machine learning literature [16], including work on
the efficiency of reinforcement learning through episodic replay [20]; planning [10]; improving world
models [7]; remembering the values of states or actions [4, 14]; and more complex memory structures
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designed to solve tasks which require episodic memories [13]. There is much work to be done, however,
before AI agents have anything approaching the sophistication of human memory.

When AI agents are able to make full use of rich episodic memory abilities, there will be significant
implications for their safe deployment. On the one hand, memories will enable a range of methods to
ensure such agents operate safely, allowing users to better monitor, control, and explain their actions.
On the other hand, episodic memories may play a role analogous to that which they play in humans,
facilitating a wide range of reasoning capabilities from enhanced planning to the ability to deceive users.
In an effort to help steer a nascent research field toward enhancing rather than undermining AI safety,
we suggest four principles to guide research into artificial episodic memory: memories should be inter-
pretable by humans; editable by users; not editable by AI agents themselves; and engineered in such a
way that they are separable from the rest of an AI agent’s architecture.

2 Episodic memory for safer AI

Episodic memory can be used to make AI safer by contributing to the following:
Monitoring and control We cannot ensure that AI operates safely unless we know what it is doing.

As AI agents become more capable, they will increasingly operate outside of direct human supervision.
Robots may undertake long and complicated tasks that take them far away from their operators; non-
embodied AI agents may direct and supervise the operation of complicated systems such as power grids
or engage in virtual consultations with humans over medical or legal matters. In these cases and many
others it will be impractical or impossible for any human to watch everything that such an AI agent does.
It will instead be necessary to rely on AI agents to remember and recall their actions.

Explainability An accurate history of what an agent did is a prerequisite for trying to explain why
it acted as it did. Thorough memories should include both information about an agent’s perceptions of
the environment as well as some record of how its internal states such as goal representations interacted
with those perceptions to lead to specific actions.

3 Risks of Episodic Memory

Equipping an AI system with episodic memory will allow such a system to operate in different ways,
some of which present novel risks. These risks include the possibility of:

Improved situational awareness An AI agent with episodic memories will have a better, more
complete picture of the world and its role in it, allowing for more effective planning and action taking to
influence the environment and achieve objectives. Without some check, this improved awareness could
represent an enhanced danger in a misaligned agent or one under the direction of a bad actor.

Deceit It is certainly true that one does not need to have episodic memory in order to attempt to
deceive others. Simply having a policy of always denying that an undesirable past action occurred or
is planned for the future is a simple form of deception which requires no access to relevant memories
or plans (e.g. “I didn’t do that”, “I won’t do that”). However, more complicated forms of deception
would be difficult or impossible to carry out without some kind of memory. If an agent is to execute a
multi-stage plan over an extended period of time, the agent will have to keep track of both what it has
done as well as what it is has already reported to others about its actions in order to maintain an effective
deception. Put simply, it has to keep its story straight from one moment to the next.

Retention of knowledge An AI agent equipped with episodic memory might remember things its
users would prefer that it not remember.
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We suggest the following four principles to guide research and implementation of episodic memory
abilities in AI:

Interpretability of memories Memories should be accurately interpretable by humans, either di-
rectly or indirectly. Directly interpretable memories would be in a readily understandable form such as
video, images, or natural language. It might be possible to equip an AI agent with useful memory which
consists entirely of records in such formats by, for example, recording raw video before it is processed
through a vision system and producing natural language narratives or summaries of its actions as it takes
them.

It is likely, however, that memory records entirely in such raw formats (especially video) would be
impractical; they might be excessively large and difficult to search, access, and make use of. In practice
memories are likely to be compressed into smaller representations which would then need to be indirectly
interpretable. Memories might be indirectly but still reliably interpretable if the memories could yield
accurate information which is complete and relevant to a user’s specific interests in monitoring them. A
memory might be summarized in natural language, giving the most important events which took place
in a given episode [8]; systems could be trained to produce safety-specific summaries, reporting only
actions which could be dangerous or otherwise raise concerns about an agent’s reliability.

Memories should also be usable for question answering. If a user wants to know something specific
about an episode, perhaps in response to a summary, memories should be queryable in natural language.
Such queries should not be limited to one episode at a time; memories ought to be able to be compared
to other memories, allowing such questions as, “what was different this time?” Memories should also be
easily searchable using natural language, allowing users to ask if a particular agent has ever done some-
thing, or when something was done, for example. Finally, if the method of compressed representation of
episodes allows it, memories might to some extent be visualizable.

In addition to the above methods for users to be able to interpret memories, techniques from the
growing field of mechanistic interpretability [17] can be applied to the memory representations and help
to guide the development of such representations to be intelligible and controllable.

Addition or deletion of memories Users should have complete control over the memories retained
by an AI agent. Most simply, a user should be able to delete memories of particular episodes. A user
might not want an agent to remember something for a variety of reasons, from safety-related concerns to
more mundane issues, including concerns about privacy or maintenance of trade or government secrets.
Conversely, it might be useful for users to add memories of episodes which a particular agent did not
themselves experience to its store of memories.

The addition or deletion of memories might be particularly important if, as discussed above, AI

agents will be able to use and recompose memories to construct new plans for future action. Such
episodes might be positive examples of action sequences which a user wishes an agent to repeat or draw
upon to incorporate in future plans. Alternatively, it may be useful to give agents records of episodes
in a memory-like format which represent undesirable actions; such episodes could function as a kind of
warning to allow agents to recognize if they are beginning to carry out actions which are similar to those
in an episode added to the agent in order to serve as a negative example. In other cases it might be better
for agents not to remember things which their users do not want them to be able to repeat or call upon
when planning.

If agents make use of their memories when planning actions, the addition or deletion of memories
could help produce either standardized or specialized agents. In some circumstances it might be best
for all agents to have the same stock of memories which might influence their actions, helping to ensure
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that their behavior is predictable and regular. In others cases, there may be a need for particular agents
to maintain their own memories which are never shared, in order to prevent the spread of potentially
dangerous information.

Detachable and isolatable memory format Memories must therefore be in a format which allows
for their addition or complete deletion by users. This will impose some design constraints on how
episodic memories are instantiated in an AI agent because they will have to be in a format which can
be cleanly separated from the rest of the system’s architecture. The mechanics of human memory are
much messier. Although some areas (notably, the hippocampus) are more centrally involved in human
memory formation and retrieval than others, complete episodic memories are thought to be composed of
elements distributed in many areas of the brain [24, 25]. According to some theories of memory, regions
with a relative specialization in particular modalities (e.g. vision) are also responsible for storing their
respective modality-specific components of a particular memory, with varying degrees of involvement
by the hippocampus over time depending on the theory [3, 15, 2].

Memories which are tightly integrated with and spread throughout many areas would be difficult to
delete or add to, so it is likely that memory will have to be designed differently in AI systems than it is in
humans if it is to be implemented in accordance with our safety-oriented principles. This might mean that
some of the ways in which humans are able to use memories effectively would not be directly translatable
to artificial intelligence, thereby limiting such artificial capabilities relative to those in humans. However,
alternative implementations of episodic memory which conform to the above principles may be invented
which would allow for memory capabilities which are both safe and effective.

Memories not editable by AI agents In contrast to — and in some tension with — the principle that
memories should be easily editable by users is the countervailing principle that memories should not be
editable by AI agents themselves. This is necessary in order to ensure that memories remain accurate
and uncorrupted. An AI agent should not be able to add, delete, or change its memories. Otherwise,
a memory-facilitated form of reward hacking might occur: if a reinforcement learning-based agent’s
reward were tied to a measure of performance which it reports using its memory it might find that it can
achieve a higher reward by altering its memory of its actions rather than by changing what actions it
takes.

In humans, memories are thought not to be completely stable after their formation. Instead, it is
believed that memories are often changed somewhat, for example in light of relevant new information or
even merely by being recalled [9]. If this kind of updating of memories proves useful or even essential
for artificial memory systems to function well, it will be necessary to keep this kind of editing over time
separate from any actions under an AI agent’s control.

5 Conclusion

Developing the ability for AI agents to form, retrieve, and reason over episodic memories would introduce
significant new capabilities and would represent a major milestone along the road to more advanced
artificial intelligence. It is fortunate that these capabilities did not develop before concerns about AI safety
and alignment became more common within the AI research community. This presents the community
with an opportunity to deliberatively and cautiously develop a potentially dangerous capability to ensure
that it makes AI safer rather than more dangerous. We hope that our principles will foster a wider
discussion of the risks and benefits of artificial episodic memory and contribute to the establishment of a
research agenda to address them.
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